**Assessment Schedule for 2019-2020**

Foreign Language: Monday – Thursday  
Theology, Social Studies, English – Even numbered days on the calendar  
Speech, Fine Arts, Science, Math, Computers – Odd numbered days on the calendar  
*Science – Fridays: Science classes also fit in the regular rotation of assessment days. If a Friday does not fall on an odd numbered day, Science still may test on that Friday.  
Three Day a Week Courses: Fridays Only – Regardless of the day that a three day a week course falls on they may only assess on Fridays.

No subjects may give assessments outside of their assessment day. The only exception to this rule would be for reading quizzes. A reading quiz may only cover the material assigned for homework as a reading due that day. There are no exceptions to this rule.

Papers and projects should be assigned far in advance so the students have plenty of time to complete the assignment. The teacher can use any school day as a due date for these types of assignments.